Solutions for real values in Minkowski four-dimensional space may link macro- and micro-quantum processes in the brain.
To test the application of Minkowski space-time (hyperspace) to brain function, the time-dependent inflection values required for a non-negative solution of √(x2 + y2 + z2-c2t2) was solved for four functional cerebral spaces. The single electron orbit time for the cell membrane, the "neuroquantal unit" of ∼10(-20)J for the cell width, the frequency of the universal hydrogen emission (precession) line for cerebral length, and one-half of Planck's constant (the spin of particles constituting matter) for the thickness of the charges associated with the cell membrane potential were the primary solutions. These values may reflect the critical times (or frequencies) when operations shift from imaginary to real within the 4D human brain and could define the thresholds optimal for the transition between energy and matter.